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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

In the realm of workplace safety, the regulations enforced
in the last twenty years or so have been seen to be nothing
more than obligatory. But with increasing presence of OH&S
advertising reaching a wider population through traditional
and new media as well as the increase in financial liability,
safety issues have come to the forefront both at the dinner
table and the boardroom.
There is a long way to go. Attitudes towards making a
workplace safer as a big priority—as big as productivity and
profits—is only evolving at a glacial pace. There is still an
old-fashioned approach to ‘just getting it done’.
This compounded with the increase in consumption and
development means that deadlines are getting shorter
for building and manufacturing. The pressure is on and
employee safety is still being compromised daily.
Not to worry though, there is a silent revolution happening
in height access in particular. Anticipating even tighter
regulations, some equipment manufacturers are quickly
focusing their offerings around safety as well as productivity.
Beyond ladders and standard scaffolding, each sector is
amassing a suite of specialised platforms that while being
unique to their industries now are hitting the market as part
of standard good practice for safety on site.
Again, there are still thousands of slow adopters, and with
this unnecessary safety hazards present across industries
still remain. It is important for businesses to understand the
need to get on board with the new wave of height access
equipment so as to change the way they equip their sites
and carry-out operations.
This paper details some surprising findings showing triedand-tested tools of height access as the main culprits for
injury and death.

The cause is under our feet daily.
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MAIN CAUSES
OF WORKSITE
FATALITIES
Occupation of
Fall Victims

Worksites are notoriously fraught with danger,
especially in industries such as construction,
where more physical activity is carried out.
As the project gets built, structures and
thoroughfares change shape and size, and
in turn this evolving environment needs
constant assessment and re-assessment for
safety hazards.
Leading the way by far over incidents with
machinery, vehicles, electricity and more,
Australian workplaces’ most common cause
of death and serious injury is falls. It is mostly
falls from height, but note that the definition
of ‘from height’ can apply to anything from
large scale multi-storey scaffolding down to a
Technicians and trades
workers
Labourers
Machinery operators
Managers
Other

step ladder.
Out of all sectors and industries, the largest
percentage of falls-related deaths and injuries
occurred in the construction industry – a
staggering 37% of the entire workforce.

The inadequacy of certain height access equipment is more often than not the cause of an accident. And
even in this day and age, with the availability of products that suit different types of jobs in a specialised
way, the humble ladder is still being over-utilised for jobs that are beyond its capabilities.
As a result, the leading cause of death and injury brought upon by falls stem from inappropriate ladder
use.
According to Safe Work Australia, in the eight years from 2003 to 2011, fatal falls in construction were
mostly made up of those from atop or whilst scaling a ladder.
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Dangerous
Traditions

These stats tell an alarming
story.
Speak to any construction worker who is on a deadline about an
alternative portable height access solution to the ladder, and you’re
going to likely get the same response – “we don’t have time for
moving that around site”, or “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”
The last thing on their mind is historical statistics about the dangers
associated with this staple worksite product.
The significant increase in apartment block construction in Australian
capital cities since the mid-2000s has presented developers with not
only more opportunities for financial gain, but also increased chances
of injury-based liability cases being filed against them.
The more sites, the bigger the dangers – pits are getting deeper
and deeper in order to accommodate spatial considerations, like
underground parking, for example.
Ladders are still being used beyond their design for getting in and
out of these pits, and it is causing injury and fatalities that are easily
avoidable.
In the period of 2003 to 2011, 37 Australian workers died as a result
of a fall from a ladder*.
Ascending/ descending the ladder
Overbalancing
Unexpected movement of ladder
Pre existing medical condition episode
Ladder collapsing
External force
Unknown
*Statistics from Safe Work Australia report on Work-Related Injuries and
Fatalities Involving a Fall from Height, Australia – October 2013.
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In this period, one third (12 of 37) of fall-related
incidents occurred in the construction industry,
followed by 10 at commercial premises, 8 in
residential premises, 2 on a farm and 5 in other
locations.

Access equipment
compliance standards
are simply not keeping up
with the trends.
There are some forward thinking organisations
though that are developing products that can help
prevent these accidents.
In most cases, these companies are actually
ahead of the regulatory curve, identifying ways
of improving site safety before the issues even
become apparent to the contractor.

We encounter it every
day. Even when there
are economical and
more site-appropriate
solutions for protecting
workers during site
access, the insistence
on using inadequate
things like ladders
that aren’t quite long
enough, or tall enough,
for the job is still very
prevalent. I think it’s
about influencing
the culture, from the
developer, down to
the foreman and the
worker.
- Greg Hales, Safe Smart Access

THE
SMALL THINGS
Of the 37 incidents recorded in the eight-year
period, the height of the fall was known in 27 of
them. One quarter of the fatalities were surprisingly
attributed to falls from less than 2-3 metres.
So where structures like high-access scaffolding
are more regulated and respected for their dangers,
it is apparent that access from smaller heights are
still treated with a certain degree of flippancy.

Even at
1 metre,
2 deaths
were
attributed to
the use of
step ladders.
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EDUCATION OR
CULTURE CHANGE?
Although there is not one nationally-agreed upon set of height access regulations, there
are rules and recommendations which overlap from state to state.
And some of these, like the ones stated in WorkSafe Victoria’s ‘Code of Practice for
Prevention of Falls in General Construction (2008)’ document, apply to the use of ladders
explicitly.

180. “Fixed vertical ladders are generally

not suitable for construction work…”

179. “Typically, construction work

involves repetitive, high volume use
and handling of ladders, requiring
them to be of robust design and
construction. Therefore, ladders used
for construction work need to comply
with the AS/NZS 1892 Portable
ladders series. They also need to be
industrial grade rather than domestic
grade.”

Consider the increase in deep
excavation for carparks and
other types of pits.

Again, consider the increase in
deep excavation for carparks
and other types of pits.
Contractors are also advised
that whilst it’s tempting to do
so, a ladder is purely for height
access; they should not be used
as a shortcut as a platform from
which to work.

So if bodies such as WorkSafe are making these recommendations, why is the use of
inadequate ladders still so prevalent?
One could suggest that a resistance to using newly-developed height access products
could be based in a cultural attitude grown from a disparity between perceptions of
worksite safety held by employers and employees.
To make sure that the activities on site are completely compliant, it is advisable to
use equipment such as a small scaffold (compliant under AS1576) or a work platform
(compliant under AS1657).
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In the 2015 Work Health & Safety Perceptions survey and study, carried out by
Safe Work Australia, notable findings indicate that while laws are being upheld
to in an administrative sense, the implementation can be another story.
•

Construction workers experienced a greater proportion of injuries due
to falls from height compared to other priority industries
– an indisputable statistic.

•

Almost all employers report that they make work practices safe,
and workers reported a high level of agreement with the statement.
However, workers’ percentage of agreement was less than that of their
employers
- This is indicative of a possible ‘us and them’ relationship between the two
parties, in regards to accountability.

•

Almost all employers surveyed agreed that corrective action is
undertaken when informed about unsafe practices and safety
improvements are implemented within a reasonable timeframe
– Though not often including portable height access, as in this case,
compliance clearly is not indicative of safety.
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70% of the
falls involved
workers aged 45
and over.
Contractor age is also a deciding factor. There is very little hard data to prove it, but in construction,
traditional work practices are still rife, and while not being immune from modern day regulations, still go on
unquestioned. Some manufacturers of customised height access products have experienced this firsthand.
It may take years, if not a few decades, to see whether attitudes to implementing safety activities improve
when the more compliance-aware generation move into senior roles. It remains to be seen.
In regards to education, the frameworks are there—accredited safety training organisations right across
Australia—but a proper unified code of enforcement still needs addressing by government or amongst
state-based safety organisations.
For now, companies like SafeSmart Access are taking a predictive rather than reactive approach, with free
worksite safety analysis and auditing, and constant monitoring of the work conditions changes that occur
in the sectors they service.
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LOSSES
ACROSS THE
BOARD
It goes without saying that the greatest loss
experienced from accidents caused by falls from
height is the human element. No amount of money
can compensate for loss of life, nor can it get a
seriously-injured worker back to 100% functionality.
But for the employer, using inadequate height
access equipment like standard straight ladders
on an ever-changing worksite can incur massive
financial costs and productivity losses. Even if
your equipment is technically compliant, you are
not giving your business the best opportunity to
save lives and money if you are not open to new
innovations.
In the period of 2008-09, an estimated $10.9M AUD
was incurred by body stressing, such as strains
and other body-movement-related injuries. Injuries

According to Safe work Australia’s study and report
“The Cost of Work-related Injury and Illness for
Australian Employers, Workers and the Community:
2008–09”, ladder accidents rank high again.

We had a senior foreman who
was just not convinced about
using more compliant and
stable products like ours. The
old upright ladder use was
accepted all over their sites.
So we lent them a couple of
units of our portable stairs
just to try in good faith…
two weeks later they called
up to say not to worry
about organising a return.
They bought them, and the
products have become an
essential time saver and
OH&S solution for every
project they do.

caused by falls, trips and slips of a person caused
$6.4M AUD of losses. This includes accidents that
happened at ground level as well as from atop
ladders.

- Alf Dartnall,
Safe Smart Access
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BREAKING
INTO THE
SOUTH

With Sydney being the largest city in Australia, and
flourishing with inner-city developments, it has been
a lucrative testbed for introducing new height access
products to developers and contractors.
For SafeSmart Access, a local market share in Sydney
is well-established. Riding the coattails of this success,
Melbourne is now on the horizon. Being a new concept for
most Victorian construction projects—and with heavily-

A Customer’s
Journey

regulated worksites in regards to safety—the possibility
for introducing safer height access solutions than what is
already in place has the same potential as Sydney.
A handful of Melbourne companies have taken up
SafeSmart’s offer of providing increased safety and
efficiency, and the results are promising for further
expansion.
Take Caelli, for example. During their Marina Towers project
in Docklands, they faced the challenge of not being able
to use steel stairs for access up through a formwork core
because they were too heavy. And building stairs into
position was going to take too long.
SafeSmart Access provided two sets of lightweight
eighteen-step trussed portable stairs with adjustable height
that eliminated the use of dangerous ladders and were easy
to use for more than just the formwork access.
With representatives in the Melbourne office and a success
story like this, SafeSmart are currently in negotiations with
similar companies in Australia’s south east, with a view to
be providing more solutions like this on an ongoing basis
from mid-2016.
Could this be a sign of contractors being open to new
solutions for safety? Or did these products happen to fit the
bill that solved a practical challenge only, with the incidental
addition of increased safety? Well, the feedback from Caelli
has shown that a slight shift in the cultural approach to
gaining height access has occurred. It’s a promising thing.
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CULTURE CHANGE
AND THE SOLUTION
The possibilities for further-increasing worksite safety has not hit the
ceiling. In fact, the opportunities in all sectors for improvements are
only just opening up. And it won’t cost developers and contractors
much money.
Safe Work’s Motivations, Attitudes, Perceptions and Skills (MAPS)
survey provides insights into what motivates workers to improve
health and safety at work. The top three motivators for the
construction industry were:

01 PERSONAL
RESPONSIBILITY
Concern about being personally
responsible for another individual
being injured or made ill through
work is a strong motivator

02 COST
AND RISK
When weighing up the costs it
becomes clearly evident that
the safer option is not only less
expensive but saves money in the
long run

Top Three
Motivators

AND
03 EFFICIENCY
EFFECTIVENESS
Safer equipment means the
job gets done more easily and
efficiently, and that the project
deadline is met
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All you need is
the equipment
that makes it
easy

With an expanding presence on worksites across the globe,
SafeSmart Access provide portable access stairs to several worksites.
In the previously-stated example of the products being lent to and
then purchased by construction contractors, we can see that when an
attitude changes, the seeds for a cultural shift are planted.
Without waiting for government bodies to eventually tighten the rules
that create the demand for SafeSmart’s products, SafeSmart are
offering all sectors well-informed pre-sale advice as a way of furthersolidifying their position in stable, strong, and easy to manoeuvre
stairs and work platforms.

So, you’d like to put your team first.
First things first, talk to your staff. It’s their welfare at stake here. We’ve given you the statistics
and numbers. We’re also of the school of thought that your team’s safety needs to exist
beyond an obligatory piece of paper.
Ask your team about how you can make their jobs easier, and safer.

Request a worksite safety audit

Request a trial unit from our range

We are committed to increasing safety
standards in height access. Speak to a
SafeSmart representative for an objective
and unbiased assessment of your site.

Yes. We believe in our products. Looking to
switch to a safer onsite solution? SafeSmart
has the answers you’re looking for - and you
can even try before you buy*.

BOOK AN AUDIT

REQUEST A TRIAL
*Conditions apply
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STATS

THE STEPS TO
ELEVATED SAFETY
If you have to use a ladder on site, use our site safety checklist to
ensure that your site is safe.

claims for serious

injury were lodged due
to a fall from height

Ladder Condition
Compliant with relevant parts of the AS/NZ 1892 series
Slip resistant at the base and on the rungs
In good condition and undamaged

employees lodge a

claim for a falls related
injury each day

Non-conducting - if used near powerlines, or a minimum of three
meters from powerlines if metallic

Use and Applications
Positioned on firm, level ground or supported appropriately

of falls related

hospitalisations came
from construction

The correct height for the job at hand and doesn’t require over
stretching or reaching
Not too close or far from the support structure
Secured and has all locking devices secured
Not supported by the rungs
Used with three points of contact maintained

of these were falls

from ladders or off
roofs

Only used if the area below is clear of people
Not used on scaffolding unless specifically designed for such use
Not used on elevating work platforms to get extra height

* Statistics specific to
2010 - 2011
*Statistics from Safe Work Australia
report on Work-Related Injuries and
Fatalities Involving a Fall from
Height, Australia – October 2013.

Not used in wet or windy conditions, unless using work practices
that are developed for such conditions
Not used new traffic areas, unless the working area is isolated
Used only for short durations and light duty tasks
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Request Any SafeSmart Access Product on Trial
We’re committed to increasing both safety and
efficiency on sites. We know our products work, so
we’re giving you an opportunity to try before you buy*.
Browse our range online, and let us know what you’d
like to trial on your site.
REQUEST A TRIAL
*Conditions apply
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